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ALL OF SERVINGS ARE BASED IN 1.5 OZ

GIN CASA DRAGONES … $19
MEXICAN BLUE AGAVE

DIPLOMATICO … $14
VENEZUELA RESERVA EXLUSIVA

* 40%ABV *GRAY WHALE … C$14 M$15
BOTANICAL WESTCOAST GIN

* 43 % ABV *
CLASE AZUL … $32

MEXICAN BLUE AGAVE REPOSADO
* 40% ABV *

RUM BARCELO SELECTION … $14
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

* 40%ABV *BOMBAY SAPHIRE … C$ 14 M$15
LONDON DRY

* 47% ABV *
KOMOS … $27

MEXICAN BLUE AGAVE AÑEJO
* 40%ABV *

DON Q … $21
Puerto Rico Gran Anejo Rum

* 40%ABV *ROKU … C$ 14 M$ 15
BOTANICAL JAPANESE GIN

* 43% ABV *
JOSE CUERVO … BTL $ 290

RESERVA DE LA FAMILIA EXTRA AÑEJO
MEXICAN BLUE AGAVE

RUM BARCELO IMPERIAL 30 ANNIVERSARY …
$29

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AGED RUM
* 43%ABV *

AGAVES
RUM

BARCELO IMPERIAL … $23
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 6 YEARS OLD

* 40% ABV *

TOSBA … $17
MEZCAL ESPADIN AGAVE

* 48.15% ABV *
ZACAPA NO.23 … $15

GUATEMALA RON AÑEJO SOLERA
* 40%ABV *

VODKA
PATRON SILVER … $14

MEXICAN BLUE AGAVE
* 40 % abv *

PLANTATION … $14
BARBADOS SILVER

* 41.2% * Ô TITOS VODKA … C $14 M $16
AMERICAN VODKA

* 40% ABV *

1800 CRISTALINO … $18
MEXICAN BLUE AGAVE AÑEJO

* 40%ABV *
SANTA TERESA … $14

VENEZUELA SOLERA RUM
* 40% ABV * DOUBLE CROSS … C$ 14 M$15

SLOVAK VODKA
* 40% ABV *

BOURBON AND RYE
WYOMING … $14
SMALL BATCH

* 44% ABV *

GEORGE T. STAGG JR … $53
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

* 67.2% ABV *

BLANTON'S BLACK … BLT $900
Unfiltered, and Uncut Kentucky Straight Bourbon

Whiskey
* 40% ABV *

NOBLE OAK … $14
DOUBLE OAK BOURBON

* 45% ABV *

E.H. TAYLOR, JR. … BLT $450
SINGLE BARREL

* 100 PROOF *
OLD RIP VAN WINKLE … BLT $1300

12 YEARS OLD BOURBON
* 107 PROOF *

BASIL HAYDEN'S BOURBON … $15
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

* 40% ABV *

BLANTON'S GOLD EDITION … BLT $800
HIGH RYE BOURBON

* 51% ABV *
OLD RIP VAN WINKLE … BLT $1299

10 YEARS OLD BOURBON
* 107 PROOF *

WOODFORD RESERVE BOURBON … $18
STRAIGHT BOURBON

* 45.1%ABV *

WILLIAM LARUE WELLER … BLT $2999
BOURBON BARREL PROOF

*  67.25% ABV *
W.L. WELLER C.Y.P.B. … BLT $2399

Craft Your Perfect Bourbon
* 45%ABV *

BLANTON'S SINGLE BARREL … $18
SINGLE BARREL

* 46% ABV *

GEORGE T. STAGG BTL … $1999
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

* 62.5% ABV *
EAGLE RARE … BLT $4999

17 YEARS OLD
* 50.5%ABV *

NOBLE OAK RYE … C$14 M$15
DOUBLE OAK RYE

* 48% ABV *



SCOTCHES AND SINGLE MALTS

ABERLOUR 12YR DOUBLE CASK … $14
The 12 year-old expression is a fine example of how the distinctively crisp, citrus

character of Aberlour’s new distillate is deftly softened by double cask maturation.
Traditional Oak and seasoned Sherry butts are both used to great effect, as the

mellowed spirits within are combined to deliver a subtly balanced flavour
* SPEYSIDE 40%ABV  *

TALISKER 10 YEAR OLD … $16
Talisker 10 Year Old, the stalwart of the Talisker family, is a powerful Single Malt

Whisky, with a sea-salty nose, spicy complexity, smoky-sweet character and
signature peppery finish with a warm afterglow.

* SKYE 45.6% ABV *

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR OLD … $18
Fresh fruit, soft oak, and butterscotch. Creamy with a long, smooth and mellow
finish, our 12 Year Old is the perfect example of Glenfiddich’s unique Speyside

style and is widely proclaimed the best dram in the valley.
* SPEYSIDE 40% ABV  *

GLENLIVET 12 YEAR OLD … $15
This whisky is smooth, fruity, complex, sophisticated, entertaining, classic. The
mineral-rich water that comes from Josie’s Well helps form the flavours during

mashing and fermentation, whilst the specific height and width of the copper stills
add a delicate yet complex character.

* SPEYSIDE 40%ABV *

GLENFIDDICH 15YR … $25
European oak sherry and American oak casks imbue our whisky with aromas and

flavours. It is then harmonised by the magic of our Solera Vat process, adding
complex layers of warm spice, honey and rich fruit flavours

* SPEYSIDE 40% ABV *

MACALLAN 12 YEAR OLD … $18
The Macallan Double Cask 12 Years Old forms part of our Double Cask range
which marries the classic Macallan style and the unmistakable sweetness of

American oak. This is a fully rounded single malt in perfect balance, with flavors
of honey, citrus and ginger.

* HIGHLANDS 43%ABV *
DALMORE 12 YEARS OLD … $18

The Dalmore 12 is recognized as a whisky with character far beyond its age. The
spirit is initially matured in American white oak ex-Bourbon casks, yielding soft

vanilla and honey notes. A proportion of the spirit is then finessed in pinnacle
Sherry casks, including 30-Year Old Matusalem Oloroso casks, exclusive to The

Dalmore, to give the whisky a rich, nutty character.
* HIGHLANDS 40%ABV *

MACALLAN 18 YEAR OLD … $48
The Macallan Sherry Oak 18 Years Old forms part of our Sherry Oak range which

features a series of single malt whiskies matured exclusively in hand-picked
sherry seasoned oak casks from Jerez for richness and complexity. A full bodied

palate of mature oak, ginger and raisin flavors is complimented by a light
mahogany natural color.
* HIGHLANDS 43%ABV *

OBAN 14 YEAR OLD … $20
For over 200 years, we have welcomed our guests with a dram of whisky - but for
the past year, we have missed the many visitors-turned-family who pass through
town. OBAN 14 Years Old shows Flavours of rich fruits, smoky dryness, honeyed

spice, and a whiff of sea salt distinguish this full-bodied Highland malt.
* WEST HIGHLANDS 43% ABV *

YAMAZAKI 12 YEARS OLD … $42
Yamazaki Whisky is Suntory's flagship single malt whisky, from Japan’s first

and oldest malt distillery, multi-layered with fruit and Mizunara aromas. Pure
gold reflexions, follow by peach, pineapple, grapefruit, clove, candied orange,
vanilla and Mizunara (Japanese oak) aromas. on the palate Yamazaki shows

Flavors of Coconut, cranberry, butter and Finish Sweet ginger, cinnamon, long
finish.

* JAPAN 43% ABV *

JOHNNY WALKER BLACK 12 YEARS OLD … $18
Johnnie Walker Black Label is a true icon, recognized as the benchmark for all

other deluxe blends. Created using only whiskies aged for a minimum of 12 years
from the four corners of Scotland, Johnnie Walker Black Label has an

unmistakably smooth, deep character. This is the world’s leading premium Scotch
Whisky with a multi-dimensional taste that makes it really versatile: the flavors

of rich fruits, vanilla and smoke shine through whether served on the rocks or
mixed with soda in a highball.

* BLEND SPEYSIDE AND HIGHLANDS 40%ABV *

YAMAZAKI 18 YEARS OLD BTL … $1799
Yamazaki 18 doesn’t really exist any more. Like all of the other age-stated

Japanese whiskies it’s pretty much done for and the only way to really find a bottle
is via an auction, high-priced specialty store or a private seller. It’s aged for at
least 18 years in ex-bourbon casks, ex-sherry casks and Mizunara casks. Rich

fruit, soft warm pastries, buttery caramel, vanilla, malt, spice and a touch of oak
and ash. This is a lovely aroma. The palate keeps the rich full theme moving along
with notes of fruit, malt, char, dark sweets, vanilla, toasted grain, nuts and again

a touch of oak but this time accompanied by some spice. Long fruity drawl i
* JAPAN 43% ABV *

JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE … $38
Johnnie Walker Blue Label is an unrivaled masterpiece – an exquisite

combination of Scotland’s rarest and most exceptional whiskies. Only one in every
ten thousand casks has the elusive quality, character and flavor to deliver the

remarkable signature taste. An extraordinary whisky for extraordinary occasions.
Johnnie Walker Blue Label is inspired by Alexander Walker’s 1867 Old Highland

Whisky. It was at the forefront of an era when fewer casks were available and
quality cask selection was in its infancy.

* BLEND SPEYSIDE AND HIGHLANDS 40%ABV *

HAKUSHU 12 YEARS OLD … $42
From Suntory’s mountain forest distillery, nestled deep in Mt. Kaikomagatake,

Suntory Single Malt Whisky Hakushu is the fresh Peppermint, melon, cucumber
and gently smoky single malt whisky with herbal notes, flavors of Yuzu,
grapefruit, lemon thyme that is the revelation of Japanese single malts.

* JAPAN 43% ABV *



A M A R O SA M A R O S
BRAULIO AMARO … $11

Tasting Notes Braulio is made in the true Alpine style from a venerated estate
begun by Francesco Peloni over a century ago. Located in Valtellina, near the
border with Switzerland, this amaro is made from a secret recipe of over 20
mountain herbs and botanicals, which are gathered and used to create this

one-of-a-kind spirit. Foresty, herbaceous, and piney, with a floral character and a
distinct menthol note. Intense concentration with a touch of medicinal spice that

speaks to the original purposes of these ancient potions.
* 21% ABV *

AMARO MELETTI … $11
From the Famiglia Meletti of Le Marche on Italy's Adriatic side, this

ample-bodied amaro counts locally sourced saffron and gentian as ingredients
and offers a lower Alcohol. Standing before a wall of Amari is daunting and

exciting, regardless of your experience with these herbal, bittersweet digestives.
With a nose of saffron, cola, bitter orange, chocolate, soft clove, and violet pastiglie
this balanced and complex amaro is a perfect reminder of how sensuous an amaro

can be.
* 32% ABV *

AVERNA AMARO SICILIANO … $11
Made with pomegranate, bitter lemons, bitter oranges, flowers, fresh herbs, and

licorice, this rich-textured digestif will spice up your palate. In production since at
least the early 1800s this is one of the classic Italian liqueurs. Averna has a
mouth-coating and bittersweet taste, carrying hints of orange and licorice,

balanced with notes of myrtle, juniper berries, rosemary, and sage. It stimulates
the senses, instantly transporting you to the island, and making Averna not just

an amaro, but an authentic Sicilian experience.
* 29% ABV *

AMARO FERNET BRANCA … $11
Fernet Branca is a bitter, aromatic spirit made from 27 herbs and spices,

including myrrh, rhubarb, chamomile, cardamom, aloe, and saffron, with a base
of grape alcohol. It is usually served as a digestif after a meal, and can be enjoyed

at room temperature or on the rocks.
* 39% ABV *

AMARO MONTENEGRO … $11
Amaro Montenegro, "the liqueur of the virtues," stands as the first Italian herbal

liqueur. Born into Mediterranean tradition, it uses a distinct soaking and
distillation process, which results in a liqueur that is sweet in taste with a slightly

bitter finish.
* 23% ABV *

AMARO NONNINO … $20
Amaro Nonino is a perfect step one. Made from a base of grappa and infused with
alpine herbs and botanicals, it's a less aggressively sweet, syrupy, and bitter style

of amaro. With herbal and orange notes, it's smooth and sweet upfront and
finishes mildly and pleasantly bitter. Excellent as either an aperitif or a digestif,

serve it on the rocks, add it to some seltzer with a splash of grapefruit juice, or with
sweet vermouth and an orange peel.

* 35% ABV *


